Developmental dyslexia is an unexplained inability to acquire accurate or fluent reading that affects approximately 5-17% of children. Dyslexia is associated with structural and functional alterations in various brain regions that support reading. Neuroimaging studies in infants and prereading children suggest that these alterations predate reading instruction and reading failure, supporting the hypothesis that variant function in dyslexia susceptibility genes lead to atypical neural migration and/or axonal growth during early, most likely in utero, brain development. Yet, dyslexia is typically not diagnosed until a child has failed to learn to read as expected (usually in second grade or later). There is emerging evidence that neuroimaging measures, when combined with key behavioral measures, can enhance the accuracy of identification of dyslexia risk in prereading children but its sensitivity, specificity, and cost-efficiency is still unclear. Early identification of dyslexia risk carries important implications for dyslexia remediation and the amelioration of the psychosocial consequences commonly associated with reading failure.
INTRODUCTION
Developmental dyslexia (henceforth dyslexia) is an unexpected failure to develop accurate or fluent reading. Dyslexia is a common learning disability affecting 5-17% of children, with prevalence rates varying across studies depending on its definition. 1 Familial studies suggest that dyslexia is heritable, occurring in up to 68% of identical twins and up to 40-60% of individuals who have a first-degree relative with dyslexia. [2] [3] [4] Several candidate genes for dyslexia susceptibility (e.g., ROBO1, DCDC2, DYX1C1, KIAA0319) have been suggested, and all of these to play an important role in brain development (e.g., .
Dyslexia is a neurobiological condition associated with morphological and functional atypicalities in the brain areas within the complex reading network. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] It remains debated which brain characteristics of dyslexia are a result of reduced reading practice (e.g., due to the daily struggle to read) and which predate the onset of reading instruction. A tentative pathway among genetic effects, developmental brain changes, and perceptual/cognitive deficits in dyslexia has been proposed. 5 According to this hypothesis, variant function in any number of genes involved in cortical development may lead to subtle cortical malformations involving neural migration and axonal growth, which in turn results in atypical corticocortical and cortico-thalamic circuits. Alterations in these circuits may be associated with the range of sensorimotor, perceptual, and cognitive deficits reported in dyslexia. 14 Studies in rodents and humans have demonstrated support for this hypothesis (e.g., see . For instance, experimental interference with the dyslexia susceptibility genes in rodents caused atypical neuronal migration, which in turn resulted in localized gray matter malformations that affect cortical circuitry. 15 These malformations were similar to those reported in post-mortem studies of individuals with dyslexia. 16 Interestingly, studies have shown that polymorphisms in these genes are associated with temporo-parietal gray and white matter structure during development in humans. 17, 18 Additionally, in utero disruption of KIAA0319 expression in rats has been shown to result in poor neural representation of speech sounds in the auditory cortex. 19 The observed alterations of the neural representations were similar to those in individuals diagnosed with dyslexia, 20 especially those who showed KIAA0319 variants. 21 This supports a direct relationship between the dyslexia susceptibility genes and function crucial for learning to read.
Typically, dyslexia is not diagnosed until a child has failed to learn to read as expected, usually in second grade or later. As a result, children with dyslexia must often make up a large gap in reading ability and experience to reach the level of their typically reading peers. 12, 22 Furthermore, targeted interventions are most effective when administered in kindergarten and first grade. Across six studies, after receiving intensive instruction (number of instruction hours ranged from 30 to over 300 across studies), 56-92% of the at-risk beginning readers reached the range of average reading ability. 23 A meta-analysis comparing early intervention studies offering at least 100 sessions reported larger effect sizes for intervention studies conducted with kindergarten and first graders than with children in 2nd and 3rd grades 25 . Thus, to date, dyslexia is generally diagnosed after the most effective time for intervention has passed, which can be termed the 'dyslexia paradox.'
This 'dyslexia paradox' is detrimental to the well-being of children and their families who experience the psychosocial implications of dyslexia for years prior to diagnosis. Selfperception of reading failure and negative response from others leave children with dyslexia vulnerable to feelings of shame, failure, inadequacy, helplessness, depression, and loneliness (e.g., Ref 26) . As a result, asocial behaviors may develop and have long-standing consequences. 27 Children with dyslexia are less likely to complete high school or pursue higher education and are at an increased risk of entering the juvenile justice system. 28 Early identification of dyslexia is therefore critical for improving reading outcomes in children 12, 22 and for preventing and ameliorating the socio-emotional problems that accompany reading failure. requires a trade-off between specificity (i.e., reducing the rate of false positives) and sensitivity (i.e., reducing the rate of false negatives) of identification, which can often result in high rates of over/under identification and inadequate resource allocation. Alternatively, brain measures, when combined with behavioral assessments, considerably enhance the ability to predict reading outcomes (Table 1 ) (e.g., . Two neuroimaging methods commonly applied to the study of dyslexia in young children are magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) because these methods afford high spatial and temporal resolution respectively, without being invasive. Yet, high costs, limited availability, and logistical challenges are some of the obstacles to using these measures in educational settings. Still, these imaging modalities may prove cost-effective in a clinical setting if sensitivity and specificity could be maximized. Regardless of such challenges, the advent of neuroimaging methods in the study of early reading development and dyslexia may offer at least two advancements: (1) understanding the underlying mechanism of dyslexia, its etiological basis, and developmental trajectories; and (2) improving early identification of at-risk children prior to formal reading instruction.
This review focuses on evidence from behavioral and neuroimaging studies of early literacy skills in pre-reading children and the potential of these studies to enhance the identification of children at risk for dyslexia prior to the start of formal reading instruction. We start by summarizing the neurobiology of reading development, and then proceed to integrate evidence from neuroimaging studies that examine infants and children prior to/concomitant with the onset of reading and reading instruction. We conclude by discussing the clinical and societal implications of early identification of at-risk children.
TYPICAL READING DEVELOPMENT
Literacy is a recent development in human evolution and requires the repurposing of neural circuits that are used for other sensory and cognitive functions including auditory, visual, motor, working memory, and language processes. 36, 37 Reading development relies on phonological awareness, the ability to perceive and manipulate the sounds in one's language. These sounds are mapped to their orthographic counterparts, the letters that are learned through the process of visual recognition. Mapping letters to sounds to read words is called decoding and forms the basis for word identification and, subsequently, reading. Fluent reading relies on automatic identification of familiar words and the ability to decode unfamiliar words. Fluent reading is additionally governed by global cognitive mechanisms, such as attention and temporal synchronization. 38 Reading comprehension requires, among other things, lexical and background knowledge, correct utilization of linguistic cues, and inference and reasoning skills. 39 While the constituent processes are more or less the same across different orthographies, their developmental timing and their importance for reading differ across languages. For example, although phonological awareness has an important role in alphabetic languages, in logosyllabic languages like Chinese, visual processing and visual memory are more important. 40 and phonology occurs in the dorsal or temporo-parietal network that includes the superior temporal, supramarginal and angular gyri. 41 Following the development of the dorsal temporo-parietal circuit for linguistic structure, the ventral occipito-temporal circuit becomes specialized for print and rapid word processing; this circuit includes lateral extrastriate, fusiform, and inferior temporal regions hosting the putative visual wordform area; but see Ref 42 . The automatization of the ventral circuit for words occurs gradually through the experience of reading. 37, 43 Finally, the anterior inferio-frontal circuit plays an important, but not well-defined role in reading. It is thought to be involved in phonological processing, speech planning, lexical access, semantics, 44 and comprehension, 45, 46 as well as in general cognitive functions, such as attention and inhibition. 47 This circuit shows increased involvement with age and reading experience. [48] [49] [50] [51] While the importance of these regions for reading is undisputed, the timing of the specialization of these regions for reading and their roles across development are still under some debate. 52, 53 For example, there is some recent evidence for the involvement of the ventral occipito-temporal regions in orthographic-phonological conversion early in reading development. 54, 55 As discussed above, this process has been previously attributed to the dorsal network early in reading acquisition.
Recent technological advances have allowed researchers to examine the white matter tracts that connect the dorsal, ventral, and anterior regions to form the reading circuit (shown in Figure 2 ). Several pathways in particular have shown an association with reading performance: the posterior corpus callosum (not shown) (connecting inter-hemispheric temporal, occipital, and parietal regions), the arcuate fasciculus (connecting dorsal and anterior regions), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (connecting occipital and inferior frontal regions), and the inferior-longitudinal fasciculus (connecting ventral and anterior regions). 56, 57 White matter development is strongly influenced by environmental experiences such as reading. 58, 59 Fractional anisotropy (FA), a measure of the degree of directionality of water molecule diffusivity and an indicator of tract integrity, increases with reading experience in the arcuate fasciculus and inferior-longitudinal fasciculus, suggesting that these pathways specialize for reading throughout development. 60 Alternatively, the posterior corpus callosum follows the opposite developmental trajectory, decreasing interhemispheric connectivity throughout reading development and thereby supporting the left hemispheric lateralization for reading. 11 Thus, typical literacy development relies on the emergence of neural circuitry for reading. Understanding the early developmental trajectory of reading, behaviorally and in the brain, will allow for better understanding of the etiological basis of dyslexia and may help inform early identification practices. unique variance in the development of early reading skills. [61] [62] [63] This variance has been estimated at 8% by one meta-analysis. 64 While small, home literacy environment's unique contribution plays an important factor in counteracting genetic or other environmental risks (e.g., Ref 65) .
Due to the hereditary nature of dyslexia, family history is one of the strongest risk factors for developing dyslexia. Consequently, the majority of studies aiming to identify pre-literacy precursors of dyslexia have focused their investigation on comparing prereaders with and without familial history of dyslexia (henceforth referred to as FHD+ and FHD−, respectively). Such investigations in infants, for instance, have revealed that the early course of language development differs between high-risk and low-risk groups. 24, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] 
Early Language Skills
A relationship between early language development and later reading abilities has been demonstrated in infants as young as 8-30 months old (for a review, see Ref 74) . Speech perception and production serve as the foundation for the acquisition of phonology and, subsequently, alphabetic knowledge. Accordingly, slow language development as indicated by delayed onset of talking, short mean length of utterances, lower complexity of syllables produced, and poor receptive or expressive vocabulary, has been associated with poor literacy outcomes. 71, 75 An important distinction has been made between receptive and expressive language development. While most late-talkers with typical receptive language will develop typical literacy skills, children with language delay in both expressive and receptive realms are more likely to experience persistent language and reading difficulties. [75] [76] [77] [78] Poor speech perception in infants with FHD+ has been documented as early as 6 months of age. 79 FHD+ infants also showed impairment in syllable production by 19 months of age and used fewer words and less grammatically complex structures than their non-risk counterparts by 30 months of age. Further, FHD+ infants demonstrated poorer expressive and receptive vocabulary than their FHD− counterparts. 74, 80 Importantly, these poor language abilities were associated with poor reading outcomes, and it has been demonstrated that for FHD+ infants with language delay, the risk of facing reading problems at school age is more than the expected 40-60% based solely on genetic risk. 24, [70] [71] [72] 78 Yet, speech delay was reported in only 25% of at-risk children with a diagnosis of dyslexia. Comorbidities with other disorders such as specific language impairment, which is also associated with poor language skills, especially speech production, complicate the specificity of dyslexia risk identification and suggest that other indicators are necessary to adequately predict atypical reading outcome.
Across different languages several pre-literacy skills, when measured in kindergarten, have emerged as the most robust predictors of dyslexia. 74, [81] [82] [83] These skills include letter-sound knowledge, phonological awareness, and rapid automatized naming (RAN).
Letter-sound knowledge measured in kindergarten is the most robust, but ephemeral, predictor of reading ability. 84, 85 Letter-sound knowledge is at the intersection of phonology and written language because it reflects the knowledge of letter names, the sounds they make, and their visual representations. The strong association between letter-sound knowledge and later reading outcome does not persist beyond pre-school years, as children master this skill rapidly, reaching a performance ceiling by late kindergarten. 81 Additionally, letter-sound knowledge is thought to be strongly influenced by environmental factors, such as home literacy, and thus may reflect lack of experience rather than a cognitive deficit. 86 Poor phonological awareness for spoken words is also an early indicator of dyslexia risk. Across prereaders, there is a moderate correlation between kindergarten performance on tasks such as deciding whether two words rhyme (e.g., 'bat' and 'cat'), blending sounds together to make a word (e.g., /b/ /a/ /t/ to 'bat'), or segmenting words into parts (e.g., knowing that 'cat' is composed of /c/, /a/ and /t/), and reading outcomes in later grades. 87 Studies of FHD+ children, however, demonstrated consistently low phonological awareness performance in these children regardless of reading outcomes. [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] This suggests that phonological awareness may be a more reliable marker of genetic propensity for dyslexia than of actual reading outcome. Additionally, as phonological awareness has a strong reciprocal relationship with reading (e.g., orthographic knowledge of 'cat' may enhance the segmentation of the word into sounds), its association with reading, and thereby its predictive value increases in later grades. 78, 87 RAN is another reliable indicator of literacy outcomes at the pre-reading stage. RAN is the ability to rapidly name an array of high-frequency items (e.g., objects, colors or letters, or a combinations of these) repeated multiple times across several rows. 92 It is an especially robust predictor in shallow orthographies, such as Finnish, in which simple letter-to-sound correspondence rules deem phonological awareness an easier skill to acquire than in deep orthographies, such as English. 93 As RAN measures the speed required to name serially presented visual stimuli, it is thought to parallel the cognitive and neural demands of fluent reading. Indeed, RAN is a stronger predictor of reading fluency, the ability to read text accurately, quickly, and with appropriate expression/intonation, than of un-timed reading abilities. 81 The predictive power of RAN also varies depending on what stimuli are used (e.g., numbers, pictures, or letters), with colors and objects being stronger predictors in earlier grades. 94 RAN is a stronger predictor of reading achievement in poor readers than in typical readers and RAN deficits have been shown to persist into adulthood. 94
Perceptual Abilities
It has been postulated that deficits in phonological awareness are due to basic abnormalities in lower-level auditory processing in individuals with dyslexia. [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] Several studies have demonstrated atypical auditory processing in pre-reading children at risk for dyslexia. 31, [100] [101] [102] In particular, sensitivity to slowly varying acoustic signals (i.e., perception of amplitude and frequency modulation) has been important for reading outcomes in studies of preliterate children across languages. 100, [103] [104] [105] Studies have also demonstrated the significance of rapid auditory processing for language development and the atypical perception of rapid auditory transitions in infants and young children with a genetic risk for language-based learning disabilities. [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] Yet, the role of rapid auditory processing in dyslexia has not been consistent. 100, 112 Findings of strong links between early musical abilities in young children, particularly processing of rhythm and prosody, and reading outcomes have sparked interest in investigating the shared neural and cognitive systems between music and language and their role in dyslexia. 103, [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] For example, poor beat synchronization was associated with less precise neural encoding of speech and has emerged as a significant predictor of school readiness in pre-school children. 103 There is a strong case for the significance of early basic auditory processing cues for the development of phonological skills, but which cues are important is still under debate.
Fluent reading relies on rapid visual processing of serial stimuli. Consequently, the importance of visual-spatial attention processing for reading development has been established by several longitudinal studies in pre-readers. [120] [121] [122] For example, one study showed that poor visual-spatial attention in Italian kindergarteners strongly predicted reading abilities in 2nd grade, accounting for a unique variance in text reading. 120 Two studies to date have examined magnocellular processing in pre-reading children with mixed findings. In one study, magnocellular functioning in pre-reading children was associated with later reading abilities, 123 but the other study failed to find this association. 124
General Cognitive Abilities
Non-verbal intelligence has been widely considered in the context of dyslexia prediction and diagnosis. 125 Historically, dyslexia has been diagnosed based on a reading achievement and IQ discrepancy model. Recent studies have shown that the core mechanisms of dyslexia are consistent regardless of IQ. 126, 127 There is some evidence, however, for a stronger genetic contribution to reading difficulties for those with higher IQ. 128 IQ has also been suggested to be a protective factor differentiating at-risk readers who will demonstrate persistent reading failure from those who could be successfully remediated. 129 There is little empirical support, however, that IQ can reliably identify dyslexia risk. 130, 131 A weak but still noteworthy predictor of reading is working memory. 132 Broadly, working memory is the memory system that is involved in the storage and active processing of current information. 133 While different components of the working memory system have been implicated in dyslexia (e.g., visual, central executive, and verbal), a deficit in verbal working memory, or the phonological loop, has been most consistently reported culprits. 134, 135 Yet, due to varied operational definitions of working memory across studies, high frequency of cooccurrence between reading and attentional deficits, and the inherent demand on working memory during most pre-literacy measures, the unique contribution of this system to reading has not consistently been established (for a review, see Refs 133, 136, and 137) .
Across studies, behavioral measures are modest predictors of reading in kindergarten and collectively account for about half of the variance in later reading. 74 When genetic risk is entered into the model, the accuracy of prediction reaches a much higher rate of around 80%. 74, 89 The psychosocial consequences for the 20% of children whose reading outcomes could not be predicted by the model can be detrimental, and highlight the need to turn to alternative measures, such as brain imaging, to possibly enhance the accuracy of early identification.
EARLY BRAIN CHARACTERISTICS IN AT-RISK CHILDREN: EVIDENCE FROM EEG/EVENT-RELATED POTENTIAL AND MISMATCH NEGATIVITY

Event-Related Potentials (ERP)
EEG is a well-suited technique for studying language processes in young children for several reasons: (1) it is simple to use by applying elastic caps with electrodes on the heads of subjects; (2) it acquires brain activity rapidly and therefore it can capture readingrelated cognitive processes as they unfold; and (3) it can capture pre-attentive processes without performance-related constraints and biases. 138 Event-related potentials measure brain activation in response to a specific event (e.g. the display of a letter) using EEG technology. ERP studies in children and adults with dyslexia have revealed longer latencies and reduced amplitudes for components ranging from early perceptual processing to higher-level linguistic and cognitive processing across different domains (e.g., visual, auditory, linguistic, and non-linguistic) (for a review, see Ref 139) . In young children, several of the early, exogenous components have been identified as important for reading: N1, P2, N2, and mismatch negativity (MMN) (for a summary of these components, see Ref 140) . These components are passively elicited by auditory and visual stimuli; the subject is not required to perform a task but simply has to remain alert. As they are not influenced by behavioral and performance-related demands, these evoked responses provide a reliable, objective measure of cortical perceptual function in infants and children. 138
Early Event-Related Responses to Speech
In the first series of studies to investigate ERP predictors of dyslexia in infants, Molfese et al. 33, 141, 142 demonstrated that ERPs recorded to speech syllables /bi/ and /gi/ within 36 hours of birth discriminated among newborns who 8 years later would be classified as dyslexic (poor reading and average IQ scores), poor readers (poor reading and poor IQ scores), or regular readers (average IQ and average reading scores). Specifically, three ERP components, N1, P2, and N2, classified the three groups of readers with an 81.25% accuracy. 33 These components accounted for a large unique variance (above other environmental and cognitive variables) in reading performance. 143 Right-hemisphere N2 peak amplitudes were largest for the dyslexic group. Furthermore, correlations between the N1 amplitude and latency measured in the same children between ages 1 and 4 and word reading measured at age 8 were significant. 141 Molfese et al. suggested that these differences in neural response to speech reflect deficits in perceptual mechanisms that are important for detecting, processing, and responding to linguistic stimuli during development.
A longitudinal study in the Netherlands further bolstered the importance of the early ERP responses to speech for reading. FHD+ infants demonstrated reduced P2 ERPs to the Dutch word /bak/ at 5 months of age, and delayed P1 and P2 responses to /bAk/ and /dAk/ at 17 months. 144 Additionally, while the 17-month-old controls demonstrated similar N2 amplitudes in both hemispheres, the FHD+ group had a larger N2 for the right hemisphere than the left. Importantly, the P2 latency at 5 months explained 18% of variance in verb production at 17 months. The study suggests that poor neural differentiation of phonemes that differ in their second-formant frequency transition is an early precursor of dyslexia.
In a study with Finnish FHD+ infants, ERPs to consonant-vowel syllables (/ba/, /da/, /ga/) were recorded within 36 h after birth. 145 As compared with controls, FHD+ infants demonstrated a larger response between 50 and 170 ms and a slower shift in polarity from positivity to negativity in the right hemisphere in response to /ga/. This slower shift in polarity was related to poorer receptive language skills at 2.5 years, poorer verbal memory at 5 years, and low performance on pre-literacy measures at 6.5 years for both groups. 30, 146 Thus, hemispheric lateralization differences in FHD+ children have been consistent across these ERP studies and have been associated with a myriad of reading outcomes. These differences in lateralization have been interpreted as compensatory mechanisms used by atrisk children during language processing to offset the improper function of the lefthemispheric language areas, 144 or as aberrant or delayed lateralization of language areas that leads to perceptual deficits in dyslexia (e.g., Ref 146) .
Early Mismatch Negativity Responses to Speech
MMN is a particularly useful paradigm to capture perceptual detection of subtle acoustic cues in language. The MMN is thought to reflect the pre-attentive memory-based comparison processes where each incoming sound is compared with the memory trace based on the regularities of the preceding auditory context. 147, 148 Subjects are presented with repeated stimuli, and ERPs (commonly present at the fronto-central electrode location) to an occasional deviant sound are recorded. A large amplitude and short latency of MMN response usually reflects the magnitude of the deviance. [149] [150] [151] Several studies demonstrated differences in MMN response to speech between FHD+ and FHD− infants and young children. Specifically, attenuated MMN responses were shown to contrasts that vary in vowel duration cues (i.e., Finnish /ka//kaa/) 68 , and attenuated early MMN response and an absent late MMN response to contrasts varying in frequency transition (i.e., Dutch /bAk//dAk/ [152] [153] [154] ). In particular, FHD− infants demonstrated responses predominantly over the left hemisphere, whereas those of the FHD+ infants were distributed over the right hemisphere, again suggesting early hemispheric differences in auditory speech processing. A retrospective study compared infant MMN to speech at 2 months among 2nd grade FHD− fluent readers, FHD+ fluent readers, and FHD+ poor readers. 31 The three groups demonstrated different patterns of MMN response with a frontally positive response in FHD− readers, parietally positive response in FHD+ readers, and absent response in FHD+ poor readers. Thus, MMN studies showed attenuated or absent neural responses to speech in FHD+ infants and the importance of these responses for later literacy outcomes.
Additionally, studies in older FHD+ and FHD− early reading children also reported atypical MMN responses to speech. In one study, FHD+ 6-year-olds showed a reduced MMN for Finnish speech sounds that varied in duration and intensity, but not frequency, as compared with FHD− children. 149 In another study, Swiss FHD+ kindergarteners showed a bilateral MMN response to the deviants /da//ta/ embedded in a repeating /ba/, as opposed to the left-lateralized MMN response of their FHD− counterparts. 155 This pattern further discriminated FHD+ children who became typical readers from those who developed dyslexia in later grades. Models that included behavioral and MMN measures accounted for up to 45% of variance in reading outcomes and correctly classified FHD+ children as typical or poor readers with a 75% accuracy. 156 Taken together, MMN studies of response to speech demonstrate strong associations with later reading abilities, beyond those of behavioral measures. This suggests that MMN measures are uniquely sensitive to some underlying processing deficits in dyslexia that are not captured by behavioral measures because they measure these deficits more directly, with less influence from attention and decision-making processes.
Event-Related Responses to Non-speech Auditory Stimuli
To evaluate whether early differences in ERPs to speech are due to more basic auditory deficits that are thought to be the primary deficit in dyslexia (e.g., Refs 23, 97, and 157) , several studies evaluated MMN responses to tones in FHD+ and FHD− newborns. The results demonstrated attenuated MMN responses to pitch transitions in at-risk newborns, to rapid auditory transitions in FHD+ 17-month-olds, and to amplitude rise time and frequency transitions in FHD+ 41-month-olds. 102 MMN responses to rapid transitions were correlated with language comprehension in kindergarten and with reading fluency in 2nd grade. 31 The ERPs to amplitude rise time and frequency transitions, however, were not significantly related to later reading outcomes and were instead markers of genetic risk for dyslexia affecting FHD+ children regardless of their eventual reading outcomes. 102 A study in Finnish pre-reading children ages 5-6 examined MMN responses to deviant tones that varied in frequency, intensity, and duration. 158 As compared with FHD− children, the FHD+ group showed a significantly larger MMN and smaller P1 response to the frequency deviant, but not other deviants. The amplitudes of the MMN and P1 responses correlated with distinct literacy measures. In another study, FHD+ kindergarten children demonstrated a reduced amplitude of the late MMN to tone frequency deviant. 155 This MMN to tone frequency was a significant predictor of reading outcomes in 2nd, 3rd, and 5th grades. 32 In sum, the results of several longitudinal ERP studies suggest that early auditory processing plays a role in dyslexia, but the specific association between non-speech neural processing and reading outcomes is inconsistent across these studies.
Event-Related Responses to Visual and Lexical Stimuli
While most ERP research on early predictors of reading focused on auditory processing, several recent studies investigated visual and lexical processing in pre-reading kindergarten children. One such study in Swiss children reported that differences in N1 amplitude in response to the visual presentation of words, as compared with symbols, was a significant discriminator between poor and typical readers at 2nd grade. 160 This component together with behavioral measures accounted for 67% of variance in later reading performance. Therefore, neural tuning for print, even prior to reading onset, could be an important predictor of dyslexia.
To investigate neural habituation to visual stimuli in dyslexia, ERPs to repeated visual stimuli (i.e., black and white patterns) were recorded in FHD− and FHD+ Dutch kindergartners. 159 Comparison at the end of second grade revealed reduced habituation (indicated by decrease in N1 across repetitions) in FHD+ typical readers as compared with FHD− typical readers and reverse habituation (increase in N1 amplitude across trials) in FHD+ poor readers. Reduced and reversed habituation could suggest reduced efficiency in processing new information and may point to an underlying deficit in low-level visual processing as a risk factor for dyslexia.
Interesting findings of higher-level linguistic deficits in young children came from a study in Norway that investigated lexical and semantic priming in FHD− and FHD+ 20-to 24month-old children. 161 Children were presented with pictures (e.g., a chair) and with either the correct name (e.g., 'chair'), an incorrect but semantically related name (e.g., 'desk'), or incorrect and unrelated name (e.g., 'dog'). In response to semantic violations, FHD− children demonstrated a significant incongruency effect in the form of the N400 component (thought to index lexical prediction error). This effect was lacking in FHD+ children. These results indicate higher order linguistic deficits in lexical and semantic processing in FHD+ children that could be due to a more limited vocabulary in this group.
Taken together, early ERP markers of dyslexia include aberrant neural responses at the lower level of phonological, auditory, and orthographic processing, as well as at the higher level of lexical processing. However, due to the limited spatial resolution of EEG, evidence from MRI studies is necessary to localize these patterns in the brain.
EARLY BRAIN CHARACTERISTICS IN AT-RISK CHILDREN: EVIDENCE FROM MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI), DIFFUSION TENSOR
IMAGING (DTI) AND FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (fMRI)
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies in children and adults with dyslexia commonly demonstrate hypoactivation in left-hemispheric temporo-parietal, occipito-temporal, and inferior frontal networks (for reviews, see . Further, reduced functional connectivity among these regions has also been demonstrated. [165] [166] [167] Children with dyslexia display this pattern of hypoactivation even when compared with younger children with equivalent reading skills, 168, 169 suggesting that the observed alterations are not due to delayed maturation, but are instead unique brain characteristics of dyslexia. Research studies have also documented hypoactivation in inferior frontal regions in individuals with dyslexia, but these findings have been less consistent (for reviews, see Refs 162, 163, [170] [171] [172] . In some cases, individuals with dyslexia also show increased activation in corresponding righthemispheric regions (e.g., Refs 34, 41, 173) . It is not clear whether increased righthemispheric activation is a compensatory mechanism underlying remediation or a brain characteristic of dyslexia reflecting failed left-hemispheric lateralization for language. 143 Structural gray matter differences in dyslexia tend to co-localize with regions that show functional differences (for a review, see Ref 171) , but are also observed in the cerebellum. 174 Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies often report low FA or volume in the left arcuate fasciculus and corona radiata fibers. 57, 175, 176 A study in children with dyslexia demonstrated increased FA in a posterior portion of the corpus callosum, suggesting increased interhemispheric connectivity in dyslexia. 11, 177 While FA is thought to reflect a number of microstructural features, including axonal cell membranes, amount and integrity of myelin around axons, coherence of axonal orientation, and number and size of axons, the underlying neurobiological cause of the reduced FA in dyslexia is still uncertain. 57
Structural Alterations in At-Risk Pre-Readers/Beginning Readers: MRI Studies
The first MRI study to examine early structural brain differences related to dyslexia compared regional gray matter volume in FHD+ and FHD− English-speaking children examined during the summer prior to kindergarten. 178 Results revealed reduced gray matter indices for FHD+ as compared with FHD− children in the left occipito-temporal regions, bilateral temporo-parietal regions, left fusiform gyrus, and right lingual gyrus. Furthermore, gray matter volume indices in the left temporo-parietal and left occipito-temporal region correlated significantly with RAN performance, an important early predictor of reading abilities. Thus, the result suggests that structural brain alterations of dyslexia may predate reading failure, but the sensitivity and specificity of such alterations remain unclear.
A consequent analysis of the same group of children (with a few additional subjects), examined the interaction between FHD status and a retrospective report of delay in language production. 179 Results revealed that FHD+ children with language delay had significantly more pronounced reductions in the regions reported above; namely, occipoto-temporal and temporo-parietal regions. Furthermore, there was a significant association between reduced gray matter volume and early language delay in left-hemispheric middle temporal, occipital, and frontal regions. These findings support behavioral evidence of the cumulative effects of hereditary risk for dyslexia and delayed language development.
A recent study characterized the sulcal patterns (the arrangement, number, and size of primary cortical folds) of the same group of children as well as a new sample of older children with dyslexia. 180 Results demonstrated atypical sulcal patterns in temporo-parietal and occipito-temporal regions in FHD+ prereaders as compared with FHD− pre-readers, and the same patterns were observed in older children with dyslexia. Sulcal pattern has been hypothesized to relate to optimal organization of cortical function and white matter connectivity, and is largely determined during prenatal development. Thus, atypical cortical folding patterns in regions important for reading could reflect atypical brain development in dyslexia, as suggested by Galaburda et al. 5 A longitudinal study in Norwegian pre-reading children examined FHD+ and FHD− children's behavioral performance in the beginning of kindergarten and their brain structure in the spring of 1st grade (prior to reading instruction), 3rd grade, and 6th grade. 181 Retrospective analysis revealed that 1st graders who eventually received a diagnosis of dyslexia (in 6th grade) had significantly thinner cortex in several sensory regions of the left hemisphere, including Heschl's gyrus, lingual gyrus, medial frontal gyrus, middle cingulate gyrus, and an area in the right orbitofrontal cortex. In 6th graders, cortical reductions in dyslexia were observed in the temporo-parietal region, visual word-form area of the fusiform gyrus, and inferior frontal gyrus. The only structure in which group differences were consistent across development was the primary auditory cortex. These findings support the notion of underlying auditory deficits in dyslexia and suggest that atypicalities in the reading network only emerge after reading acquisition. However, due to the small group sizes (N = 7, 10), the longitudinal results in this study should be interpreted with caution.
In a longitudinal study of German 1st graders, increased gray matter volume in the left superior temporal gyrus in 1st grade was associated with greater gains in reading proficiency a year later. 182 Reading gains were also associated with longitudinal volume reduction in the left inferior parietal lobule, precentral gyri, and postcentral gyri. The former finding suggests that pre-existing brain differences can determine the development potential of reading early in schooling. The latter finding highlights the importance of developmental transformation of the reading circuit for reading acquisition.
A nuanced view of the interaction between brain structure and familial history of dyslexia was provided by a study that compared maternal and paternal risk (measured by a detailed questionnaire) in beginning readers (ages 5-6) using volumetric and cortical thickness measures. 183 Results indicated that a higher maternal risk, but not paternal risk, was associated with reduced volume in the bilateral prefrontal and temporo-parietal regions. Interestingly, when the components of gray matter volume were deconstructed to surface and thickness, the severity of maternal reading history was associated with reduced left temporo-parietal region only for cortical surface area (which is thought to reflect more prenatal influences), but not thickness (which is thought to reflect more postnatal influences). These results further indicate that genetic influences, particularly maternal, are important for the neural development that supports reading.
Structural Alterations in At-Risk Pre-Readers/Beginning Readers: DTI Studies
Several recent DTI studies demonstrated the importance of white matter tract integrity for reading development. A study in English-speaking kindergarten children showed a significant positive association between phonological awareness scores and the volume and FA of the left arcuate fasciculus, but not with other tracts. 184 This study further suggests that white matter structural differences in dyslexia are a cause rather than a consequence of poor reading development.
Another study replicated these results in Dutch-speaking pre-reading kindergarteners and extended them to include an association with phonological awareness in the ventral inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus bilaterally. 185 Importantly, the study demonstrated reduced FA in FHD+ kindergarten students in the ventral inferior fronto-occipital tract in the left hemisphere, but not the right, suggesting that white matter abnormalities in the left reading networks predate reading onset. Furthermore, a recent study has demonstrated that these white matter atypicalities are already present in as early as infancy. 186 In this study, FHD+ compared to FHD-infants showed reduced FA in the central portion of the arcuate fasciculus. Furthermore, higher FA in this region was associated with better language skills across all infants.
Rather than looking at static brain measures from just one time point to predict dyslexia, a structural longitudinal study investigated the degree to which white matter development predicts reading outcomes. 187 Behavioral and MRI data were collected from Englishspeaking children in kindergarten and 3rd grade. Reading in 3rd grade was associated with developmental increases in white matter volume in two left temporo-parietal regions. Specifically, white matter volume in the left arcuate fasciculus and corona radiata accounted for a unique 21.6% of variance in 3rd grade reading, even when controlling for environmental factors and pre-literacy performance. Together, the behavioral and brain measures accounted for 59% of variance in 3rd grade reading outcomes. However, this model is notably weaker in predicting reading than the behavioral models reviewed in the previous section.
Thus, the literature so far suggests that structural gray and white matter alterations predate reading onset. Due to the significant impact of environmental factors, such as language and literacy exposure (even prior to reading instruction), on brain development, more MRI studies in infants will be valuable in characterizing the innate brain characteristics of dyslexia and in establishing causality. Structural neuroimaging methods are particularly well-suited for this purpose, as they can be conducted in naturally sleeping infants. 178
fMRI Activation to Auditory/Phonological Processing
The first fMRI study to examine functional phonological processing in pre-reading children employed a first-sound matching task (see Figure 3 ) with FHD− and FHD+ children the summer before formal reading instruction began in kindergarten. 188 As compared with FHD − children, FHD+ children demonstrated reduced activation in left occipito-temporal and temporo-parietal regions, and the bilateral cerebellum. These findings complement the evidence from ERP studies demonstrating atypical phonological processing in the brain prior to reading onset. Importantly, this is the first study to show that brain alterations characteristic of school-age children and adults with dyslexia predate the onset of reading instruction.
Another experiment evaluated rapid auditory processing abilities in the same FHD+ and FHD− pre-reading children. 106 The results revealed reduced activation in a left hemispheric prefrontal region in FHD+ children as compared with FHD− children. Furthermore, activation in this region correlated with phonological awareness scores and with neuronal activation in the posterior dorsal and ventral areas during the phonological task discussed above. 187 The role of dorsolateral prefrontal brain regions in processing rapid acoustic features has been reported in previous studies in adults and children (e.g., Refs 189 and 190) . Results from both studies are consistent with MRI findings in older children and adults with dyslexia and the ERP findings in at-risk infants, indicating that aberrant neural processing of auditory and phonological information seems to be an important precursor of dyslexia.
fMRI Activation to Orthographic Processing
Reduced activation in brain regions that are important for processing of print has been reported in prereaders at risk for dyslexia. In one such study, English-speaking kindergarten children were assigned into risk and low-risk groups based on their performance on a battery of pre-literacy assessments, and their neural responses during a one-back orthographic task were then compared. 191 A comparison between the two groups at the start of kindergarten revealed reduced activation for letters in the at-risk group in several posterior dorsal and anterior frontal regions. Children were then scanned again following a 3-month reading intervention for the at-risk group. At the follow-up, some of these differences were significantly ameliorated. Instead, at-risk children showed increased activation in the right supramarginal gyrus, the left inferior frontal gyrus, and the left precentral gyrus. The left lateralization of the temporo-parietal activation that emerged in the low-risk children at the follow-up was less pronounced in the at-risk group. Thus, typical reading development in this study was associated with initial bilateral recruitment of the dorsal reading network and subsequent disengagement of the right-hemispheric homologous regions. Atypical reading development was associated with reduced recruitment of the bilateral regions and, after intervention, with compensatory recruitment of frontal regions. Importantly, abnormal neural activation to print preceded reading onset, but was malleable to intervention.
In another study, activation to stimuli with different levels of orthographic demands was compared between high-risk and low-risk groups of Norwegian 6-year-old children. 192 Risk was defined based on multiple hereditary and developmental factors. As compared with the controls, the high-risk group demonstrated lower activation for the task with the highest orthographic demands (i.e., sight word recognition task) in the bilateral occipito-temporal regions and higher activation in the bilateral insular cortex, right thalamus, and several righthemispheric temporal regions. These findings suggest that distinct patterns of activation in response to print can be observed as early as kindergarten.
A Swiss study compared activation with words between two groups of kindergartners retrospectively classified as low-risk and high-risk based on 2nd grade reading performance. 160 While no significant differences in activation were evident between the groups, activation for words in the occipital and frontal areas (left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral medial frontal gyrus, bilateral middle temporal gyrus, and left fusiform gyrus) was significant for the non-risk group only. Activation in the visual word-form area of the left fusiform gyrus, when entered into a regression model with behavioral measures and ERP response to words, explained 17% of unique variance in 2nd grade reading performance. All measures combined explained 84% of variance. These findings offer further evidence for the importance of print selectivity in the occipito-temporal region for reading development even prior to formal reading instruction.
CONCLUSION
Neuroimaging studies in pre-reading children and beginning readers have provided ample evidence for the presence of brain alterations early in development and prior to formal reading instruction. These alterations are similar to those observed in older children with a diagnosis of dyslexia. ERP studies have demonstrated alterations in neural activity in infants and young children with a genetic and behavioral risk for dyslexia in response to prelinguistic and linguistic stimuli, such as categorical syllable perception; changes in speed, duration and structure of speech sounds; rapid auditory processing; and orthographic and lexical processing. Structural MRI studies have demonstrated atypicalities within the dorsal and ventral reading networks and functional MRI studies have shown reduced neural processing of phonological, rapid auditory, and orthographic information in these networks. Across studies, neural differences in FHD+ pre-reading children have been predictive of later language and reading outcomes. Importantly, few MRI studies to date compared prereading children who later developed dyslexia with those who developed typical reading skills 160, 181 . Thus, additional longitudinal MRI studies are necessary to establish the utility of MRI in predicting dyslexia. Furthermore, due to the influence of early language environment on the development of regions comprising the reading network, investigating structural neural alterations in infancy (similarly to the ERP studies reviewed above) may be of particular importance.
Taken together, these research studies, while still limited, suggest that neural alterations in dyslexia predate reading onset and reflect the differential developmental trajectory of reading brain networks as the result of genetic predisposition for dyslexia. Importantly, these alterations may serve as early biomarkers of risk for dyslexia, but their sensitivity and specificity are still unclear. Identifying the neurobiology and the underlying mechanisms of dyslexia, as well as establishing reliable biomarkers for dyslexia, is important for promoting early and reliable diagnosis of dyslexia, thereby allowing for targeted intervention early in schooling and prior to reading failure, which could ultimately resolve the 'dyslexia paradox.' Preventing the spiraling effects of reading failure has major implications for children and their families, as well as society at large. Children with dyslexia are less likely to graduate high school and more likely to end up in the juvenile justice system 28 . Even without these bleak consequences, the impacts of reading failure on the psychological wellbeing of children and their families can be tremendous.
Despite the progress reviewed above, we are still far from having reliable biomarkers of dyslexia. The limited number of studies, small sample sizes, differences in criteria for defining dyslexia, heterogeneity of symptoms reported for dyslexia, and differences across orthographies are all factors that contribute to the high variance in findings across studies. Furthermore, while neural measures enhance the overall prediction accuracy of behavioral measures, their additional contribution is moderate and may not warrant the high costs and logistical problems associated with using MRI or even EEG with young children (yet).
Nevertheless, we are on the threshold of a more comprehensive understanding of dyslexia. The convergence of decades of behavioral research and the advent of neuroimaging technologies enable us to comprehensively characterize the behavioral, cognitive, and neural patterns of dyslexia and risk for dyslexia. In particular, the characterization of the neural patterns and underlying neural mechanisms will become more fine-grained so that specific hypotheses about subtle cortical malformations involving neural migration and axonal growth, as well as cortico-cortical circuits, may be formed and tested. As cross-disciplinary efforts continue to bear fruit, we are moving closer to the overreaching goal of preventing reading failure for most children, thereby maximizing their intellectual potential and allowing them to discover the joy of reading. (a) The first-sound matching phonological task implemented by Raschle et al. 187 During the task, children heard two consecutively presented common object-words, spoken in a male or female voice, accompanied by corresponding pictures ('bat,' 'ball') and had to determine whether two words start with the same sound or different sound. In the control task the children had to determine whether two words were spoken with the same voice or different voice (female or male). (b) Brain regions that demonstrated increased activation in FHD− as compared with FHD+ pre-readers for phonological greater than voice processing. 
